262                 ENGINEEBING  SPECIFICATIONS.
LizMning Arresters: Include six double pole lightning arresfe£ of a/proved form for use on the courts throughout the city.
MISCELLANEOUS APPARATUS   AND   SUPPLIES.
Converters- From one thousand to one hundred volts. Number and capacity to be as per the accompanying list Each must be provided with fuse box and eye bolts, or wrought iron straps; with hooks on upper ends to hang directly from cross arm or cleats. The regulation must be within two and one half per cent, for the smallest size, and two per cent, for the largest, besides which, the leakage losses must not exceed five per cent, on the small, and one per cent, on the large, and the regulation and leakage must be uniform for all converters of the same size. Each converter must be ample to carry, in emergencies for three hours continuously, without dangerous overheating, twice its rated capacity, but, of course, with reduced efficiency.
Shunt Coils: Fifty in number; one to be used with each street lamp, of which there are five groups, of ten each. The shunt coils to take care of the current in the event of a lamp burning out. Furnish two extra coils for reserve.
Meters:    Will read> ampere or watts hours,   and must be
carefully   adjusted   and   tested   before    shipment.    See   list
appended.    Furnish   one, extra meter of   each   of the  three
smallest sizes.
Lamps:    To be of approved make,   and   furnished  with
such base as may be selected later.     Efficiency fifty-five  watts
per sixteen candle power lamp.    Furnish,  now,   1,000  sixteen
candle power, and   100 thirty-two candle power.     All for one
hundred volt current.
Sockets:    One thousand  of  first-class   construction   with
porcelain base to fit such   lamp as may be selected later
.f**'™?*** Erection:    The conver^'S  meters/lamps
and sockets shown on  accompanying lists and map*, are to be
erected in position.    The  rest of the quanti
are to be delivered to the city for future use.
EXTERNAL CONSTRUCTION

